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1 INTRODUCTION  
    

1.1 Exocyst functions in eukaryotic cell polarization 

 

Cell surface is a dynamic system continuously undergoing endocytic and 

exocytic events, tightly regulated on many different levels. Docking and tethering of 

secretory vesicles to the plasma membrane employ big machinery of regulatory 

proteins. First models emphasized the importance of SNARE proteins for 

specification of vesicles and targeted membrane prior to membrane fusion. Further 

investigation revealed the promiscuity in SNARE pairing and step by step prove the 

importance of additional factors, such as small GTPases of the Rab and Rho protein 

subfamily, regulatory syntaxin-binding protein (Sec1p/Munc18-like, SM) and last but 

not least specific plasma membrane (PM) tethering complex named exocyst (reviewed 

in Koumandou et al., 2007; Bassham and Blatt, 2008; Žárský et al., 2010)   

The exocyst is an evolutionary conserved octameric complex, consisting of 

Sec3, Sec5, Sec6, Sec8, Sec10, Sec15, Exo70 and Exo84 subunits, which coordinates 

tethering of incoming secretory vesicles to the PM. Exocyst subunits Sec3, Sec5, 

Sec6, Sec8, Sec10, Sec15 were originally discovered in yeast genetic screen focused 

to secretory defects. This screen was based on measuring the cell density and 

accumulation of secreted enzymes (invertase) in temperature sensitive mutants of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Novick et al., 1980). Last two subunits Exo70 and Exo84 

were discovered later by co-immunoprecipitation with already known exocyst 

subunits (TerBush et al., 1996; Guo et al.,1999a). Whereas knockout mutant in any of 

the exocyst subunits is lethal, temperature sensitive mutants blocks exocytosis and 

accumulate secretory vesicles (Novick et al., 1980; Fringer et al., 1998).  

In Opisthokonts, exocyst is localized at specific PM domains, characterized by 

extensive fusion of post-Golgi derived exocytic vesicles. Depending on the external 

and internal cues, exocyst localizes also to the TGN and/or different population of 

endosomes (Vega and Hsu, 2001; Yeaman et al., 2001; Prigent et al., 2003; Folsch et 

al., 2003; Oztan et al., 2007).  

According to the “landmark model”, EXO70 and SEC3 act as a spatial PM 

landmark for the rest of the exocyst subunits (Boyd et al., 2004; Roumanie et al., 
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2005). The polar PM localizalion of EXO70 and SEC3 is independent on actin 

cytoskeleton and Rho GTPases interaction is proposed to regulate localization of these 

subunits to the site of exocytosis. The remaining exocyst subunits form subcomplex 

on the secretory vesicle and via subunit SEC15 interact with RabGTPase. Assembling 

of the whole exocyst complex enables tethering of exocytotic vesicles to the PM prior 

the SNARE complex pairing (Boyed et al., 2004). Roumanie et al. (2005) assumed 

alternative model, where RHO GTPases play the key role in activation of the exocyst 

complex rather than in localization. The authors proposed that polar distribution of the 

exocyst in the PM may be a consequence rather than a cause of polarized exocytosis 

(Roumanie et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2008).   

 

 

(He and Guo, 2009) 

 

Figure 1 Yeast model showing the role of exocyst complex in the vesicle tethering 

SEC3 and EXO70 are regulated by RhoGTPases and function as the landmarks for the 

remaining exocyst subunits. SEC15 interacts directly with RabGTPases presented on 

the vesicle. Assembling of the whole complex enables tethering of the vesicles to the 

targeted membrane prior to SNARE complex formation.   

  

1.1.1 Localization and function of exocyst 

In budding yeast exocyst participates in bud-side establishment and later during 

cytokinesis in separation of doughter and mother cell (TerBush et al., 1996; Finger 
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and Novick, 1997; Finger et al., 1998). Temperature sensitive mutants result in 

secretory defects and accumulation of post-Golgi derived vesicles (Novick et al., 

1980). Exocyst subunits Sec5p, Sec6p, Sec8p, Sec10p, Sec15p and Exo84p are bound 

to the secretory vesicle and guided to the place of secretion by actin cytoskeleton. 

Sec3 is delivered to the place of secretion by vesicle-independent pathway whereas 

Exo70 can use both pathways to reach the PM (Boyd et al., 2004; Finger et al., 1998). 

 In fission yeast exocyst localizes and tethers the secretory vesicles to the cell 

tip and to the division site in dividing cells (Wang et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003). 

Interestingly, destabilizing of actin and microtubules in fission yeast do not abolish 

polar localization of PM proteins, including exocyst (Bendezu and Martin, 2011) 

Also, disrupting of the exocyst complex is not sufficient to impair polarity of the cell, 

only simultaneous destabilization of exocyst and cytoskeleton perturbed polarity of 

the fission yeast and evoke isotropic growth (Bendezú and Martin, 2011). Since 

exocyst does not affect cytoskeleton organization and vice versa, authors suggested 

that exocyst and actin cytoskeleton form two independent morphogenetic pathways in 

fission yeast. In contrast to fission yeast, in HeLa cells it was shown that EXO70 

coordinates actin cytoskeleton through interaction with Arp2/3 complex and 

significantly affects actin-based membrane protrusions and cell migration (Zuo et al., 

2006).  

In neurons exocyst resides in the tip of neurite and facilitates its outgrowth, 

branching and synaptogenesis (Vega and Hsu, 2001; Hazuka et al., 1999). In non 

polarized MDCK epithelial cells exocyst is localized on trans-Golgi at the perinuclear 

region (Yeaman et al., 2001; 2004). In polarized MDCK cells, Sec8 and Sec6 reside 

on the TGN and the PM of tight junction (Grindstaff et al., 1998; Yeaman et al., 2001; 

2004). More recent work done by Oztan and coworkers revealed the localization of 

exocyst subunits Sec6, Sec8 and Exo70 in the multiple populations of endosomes in 

polarized MDCK cells. They proposed exocyst requirement in several endocytic 

pathways including basolateral recycling, apical recycling and basolateral-to-apical 

transcytosis (Oztan et al., 2007).  

In addition to the role of exocyst complex in delivering material to the site of the 

polar growth exocyst also participate in targeting various transporters and receptors to 

the PM. Studies of neuronal cells showed that exocyst subunits facilitate transport of 

vesicles carrying several synaptic membrane proteins such as neurotransmitter 

transporter GAT1 (Farhan et al., 2004), glycine transporter GLYT1 (Cubelos et al., 
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2005), NMDA (N-methyl -D-aspartate) receptor (Sans et al., 2003) and AMPA-type 

glutamate receptor (Gerges et al., 2006). In adipocytes well described is tethering of 

vesicles carrying glucose transporter GLUT4 (Inoue et al., 2003). 

 

 

1.1.2 Molecular structure of exocyst subunits 

The size of exocyst subunits ranges from 70 - 144 kDa (TerBush et al., 1996; 

Guo et al., 1999). Despite the fact that sequence identity between exocyst genes is 

only about 10%, their secondary and tertiary structures are remarkably similar (Dong 

et al., 2005; Sivaram et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2005; Moore et al., 2007). 

It was predicted that exocyst subunits contain repeats of helical bundle that are 

folded in rod-like structure. Almost complete crystal structure of EXO70 and partial 

structure of EXO84, SEC3, SEC5, SEC6 and SEC15 confirmed previous prediction 

(Dong et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2005; Baek et al., 2010; Yamashita et al., 2010; Fukai et 

al., 2003; Hamburger et al., 2006). This structure is quite unique and was proposed 

and further described in evolutionary exocyst related tethering complexes COG, 

GARP and DSL1 (Bonifacio and Hierro, 2011). The whole exocyst complex is 

probably assembled by parallel alignment of individual exocyst subunits together.  
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(Hertzog and Chavrier, 2011) 

Figure 3 Structure of exocyst subunits 

The model showing EXO70, SEC15, SEC6 C-terminus and SEC84 C-terminus folded 

into the rod-like structure. 

 

1.1.3 Exocyst and the interactors 

 

1.1.3.1 Exocyst and interaction with RabGTPase  

RabGTPases represents one of the major factors ensuring organelle identity. Rab 

binding to the membrane is enabled by prenylation on the C terminus or plant-specific 

myristoylation on the N terminus of RabGTPase (reviewed in Woollard and Moore, 

2008). Rabs are able to bind the membrane only in active GTP form. RabGTPase in 

the inactive GDP bound state is caged in cytoplasma by RabGDI (GDP dissociation 

inhibitor), which masks the prenyl or myristoyl group. At the target membrane, 

RabGDF (GDI displacement factor) catalyses the dissociation of RabGTPase from 

GDI and enables anchoring of prenyl group to the membrane. Rab is activated by 

RabGEF (Guanine exchange factor) catalyzing replacement of bound GDP for GTP. 

Activated RabGTPase recruits to the membrane a large number of effector proteins 

(Bassham and Blatt, 2008) including tethering complexes (factors) CORVET, HOPS, 
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TRAPPI, II, III, COG, GARP, exocyst (see review Brocker et al., 2010), enzymes of 

phosphatidyl-inositol metabolism (phosphatidylinositol 4 kinase, phosphatidylinositol 

3 kinase, phosphatidylinositol 5- and phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphatases) (Shin et al., 

2005), molecular motor proteins (myosines, kinesins) and regulators of SNARE 

complex (Grosshans et al., 2006). The final regulation step represents hydrolysis of 

GTP bound to the activated Rab. This hydrolytic reaction is accelerated by RabGAP 

(GTPase activating protein) and leads to inactivation of RabGTPase. Inactivated Rab 

is localized to the cytosol and prepared for new round of the RabGTPase cycle. Above 

described RabGTPase activation, inactivation and cycling between membrane and 

cytosol via GEF, GDF, GAP, GDI is analogous to all small GTPase (Vernoud et al., 

2003). 

Interaction between exocyst and RabGTPase was first reported in yeast. It was 

shown that exocyst subunit Sec15p is a downstream effector of Sec4p- RabGTPase 

presented on the secretory vesicles derived from the Golgi apparatus (TerBush et al., 

1996; Guo et al., 1999b; Fielding et al., 1998). In addition, Sec15p interacts also with 

Sec2p, protein with dual role, functioning as an effector for Rab Ypt32p and also as a 

GEF for above mentioned Rab Sec4p (Medkova et al., 2006). Later the interplay 

between SEC15 and RabGTPase was confirmed in several mammalian cell types 

(Zhang et al., 2004; Oztan et al., 2008; Bryant et al., 2010). For example in epithelial 

MDCK cells Sec15A interacts with Rab11 and regulate basolateral-to-apical 

transcytosis (Oztan et al., 2007).Wu group found that Sec15-C terminus can interact in 

vitro with several Rabs (Rab3, Rab8, Rab11, Rab27) and emphasized the strongest 

interaction with Rab11 (Wu et al., 2005). Rab11 is the major Rab involved in TGN to 

PM trafficking. In Drosophila they revealed colocalization between Sec15 and Rab11 

in photoreceptor cell and described their common action in trafficking of vesicles 

containing rhodopsin (Wu et al., 2005). 

    

1.1.3.2 Exocyst and interaction with Rho GTPase 

The family of RhoGTPase represents a key regulator in cell polarization. This is 

achieved mainly by organization of action cytoskeleton and vesicle trafficking. In 

animals, family of RhoGTPase can by subdivided into three major subfamilies - Rac, 

Cdc42 and Rho. Interestingly no clear homologues of these subgroups were found in 

plants, however plants possess specific subfamily of RhoGTPase called ROP (Rho Of 
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Plants) with the highest similarity to the Rac subfamily (reviewed in Mucha et al., 

2011).  

One of the identified downstream effectors of activated RhoGTP was the 

exocyst complex. In yeast, three out of six Rho family members (RHO1-5, and 

CDC42) associate and regulate the exocyst complex. Rho3 and Cdc42 are interactors 

of exocyst subunit Exo70 (Robinson et al., 1999; Hamburger et al., 2006; Wu et al., 

2010). Rho1 and Cdc42 associate with the subunit Sec3 (Boyd et al., 2004; Roumanie 

et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008). Whereas rho1 or cdc42 mutant displays 

mislocalization of exocyst subunits including Sec3p and Exo70p, rho3 mutant do not 

affect exocyst subunits localization (Guo et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001).  

In mammalian cells, interaction between Exo70 and RhoGTPase is well 

described on trafficking of glucose transporter GLUT4 to the PM of adipocytes (Inoue 

et al., 2003). After insulin stimulation, active GTP-bound form of Rho GTPase TC10 

(homologue of yeast Cdc42), associates with Exo70 and leads to relocalization of 

Exo70 to the PM. Consequently, Exo70 accelerates tethering of GLUT4 vesicles and 

increase glucose uptake into the cell (Inoue et al., 2003; 2006). 

Plant specific RopGTPases (Rho Of Plants) are crucial players in plant 

signaling, polar growth, cell division and plant-microbe interactions. The exact 

mechanism of Rop action in those processes is not completely uncovered, but there is 

for example strong evidence for Rop mediated cytoskeleton dynamics, intracellular 

Ca2+ flux and ROS production (reviewed in Brembu et al., 2006; Yang and Fu, 2007). 

RopGTPases regulate cellular processes through interaction with plant unique Rop-

interactive CRIB domain-containing proteins (RIC). These proteins function probably 

as adaptor proteins enabling the interaction with downstream effectors (Vernoud et al., 

2003). However despite the intensive study no downstream effectors of RIC have 

been identified till now, except for several other novel scaffolding proteins uncovered 

in Y2H screen (reviewed in Mucha et al., 2011). It seems that in contrast to the direct 

interaction between exocyst subunit and RhoGTPase in yeast and animals, the 

interaction between exocyst subunit Sec3 and Rop in plants is mediated through 

additional adaptor protein ICR1 (Interactor of Constitutive active ROPs 1) (Lavy et 

al., 2007). ICR1can interact with constitutively active Rop6, Rop10 and Sec3A 

exocyst subunit in Y2H. Additionally interaction between ICR1 and Sec3A was 

further confirmed by pulldown assay. Transient expression in Nicotiana benthamiana 

revealed that ICR1 make a complex with AtSEC3A in cytoplasm and after 
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coexpression with AtRop9, the preformed complex is recruited to the PM (Lavy et al., 

2007). Since ICR1 contains two coiled coil domains and no other catalytic or 

structural domains were identified, authors predicted that ICR1 functions as the 

adaptor protein scaffolding the interaction between exocyst subunit Sec3 and Rops 

(Lavy et al., 2007).  

 

1.1.3.3 Exocyst and interaction with ArfGTPase  

ADP-ribosilation factors (ARFs) represent a key player in vesicle trafficking. Its 

main role is recruiting coat proteins to the membrane of forming vesicle (reviewed in 

Vernoud et al., 2003). There are several lines of evidence showing interaction between 

exocyst and ArfGTPase in animals. In epithelial MDCK cells Prigent and coworkers 

(2003) described relocalization of Sec10 from the TGN and recycling endosomes 

(RE) to the PM via interaction with activated ARF6 (Prigent et al., 2003). Furthermore 

Fielding et al. (2005) performed detailed study focused on regulation of mammalian 

cytokinesis using human cancer cell lines. Based on acquired results they proposed 

that family of Rab 11 interacting protein-FIP3 and FIP4 may serve to tether RE to the 

PM of the cleavage furrow and midbody of dividing cells by forming ternary complex 

with endosomal localized Rab11 and PM localized exocyst subunit EXO70 and ARF6 

(Fielding et al., 2005).  

In mammalian kidney cells (COS7 cell lines) EXO70 controls recycling of 

transferrin receptor (TfnR) through interaction with endosomal localized ARF GEF 

BIG2 (Shen et al., 2006). Involvement of EXO70 along with other exocyst subunits in 

TfnR recycling was confirmed in several different cell types (Folsch et al., 2003; 

Oztan et al., 2007).  

 

1.1.3.4 Exocyst and interaction with SNARE complex 

The last regulatory step during vesicle fusion with target membrane is provided 

by SNARE complex, which specifically tightens two adjacent membranes 

downstream of exocyst complex. SNARE complex is tetramer composed of Qa-, Qb-, 

Qc-SNARE and R-SNARE. Alternatively Q-SNAREs are frequently called t-

SNAREs due to the association with target membrane and R-SNAREs are called v-

SNARE due to the association with vesicles. Assembling of the SNARE complex 

enables the fusion of the vesicle membrane with the targeted membrane. Several 

regulatory proteins were shown to control this process. SM family protein 
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(Sec1p/Munc18-like) is required for activation of Qa-SNARE (Sudhof and Rothman, 

2009). The link between SNAREs and RabGTPases was studied by Grosshans and 

coworkers (2006). They established that vesicle associated RabGTPase SEC4 interacts 

indirectly with t-SNARE SEC9 via SRO7 protein (Grosshans et al., 2006).  

The interplay between exocyst and SNARE proteins was first reported in yeast. 

Overexpression of either Sec4p, Sec1p or Sro7p bypass the inviability of sec3, sec5 or 

exo70 strains (Wiederkehr et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005; Grosshans et al., 2006) as 

well overexpression of t-SNAREs Sso2p and Sec9p can partially suppress secretion 

defect of sec3 mutant (Grosshans et al., 2006). Moreover Sro7p was shown to interact 

with Exo84p (Zhang et al., 2005). In mammalian cell N-terminal domain of Exo70 

competes with t-SNAREs SNAP23 for Snapin binding. Snapin interacts directly with 

t-SNARE SNAP23 and SNAP25 and its depletion decreased insulin stimulated 

glucose uptake (Bao et al., 2008). Those data support the hypothesis, that exocyst 

probably act prior to SNARE assembly and might be involved in SNARE complex 

regulation. 

 

 

1.1.4 Exocyst membrane localization 

Membrane phospholipids composition significantly influences membrane 

trafficking. Membrane composition adjust binding of regulatory proteins to the 

membrane and vice versa same regulatory proteins from small GTPase family have a 

potential to regulate phospholipid composition of the membrane by recruiting 

enzymes of phosphatidyl-inositol metabolism to the membrane (Shin et al., 2005). 

Each compartment maintains original membrane composition, which is dynamically 

changing but possesses certain characteristic to ensure organelle identity. 

Phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PI3P) are localized mainly in the early endosomal 

membrane, phosphatidylinositol-3,5-bisphosphate (PI(3,5)P2) in the late endosomal 

membrane and phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PI4P) is in the membrane of GA 

(reviewed in Behnia and Munro, 2005). PI4P is also present on the PM and serves as a 

substrate for synthesis of phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2)- the main 

PI in the PM (McLaughlin et al., 2002). Rapid turnover of phospholipids is managed 

by specific PI phosphatases, kinases and phospholipases (reviewed in Behnia and 

Munro, 2005). Interestingly, the ratio PI4P/PI(4,5)P2 in the PM is much lower in 

plants (10:1) than in animals and yeast (1:1) (Thole and Nielsen, 2008; Perera et al., 
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2005). In Arabidopsis genome 70 genes contain predicted phospholipid binding 

pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, Phox homology (PX) domain or FYVE domain 

(Leeuwen at al., 2004). 

Direct interaction between exocyst and PM was described for exocyst subunits 

SEC3 and EXO70 in yeast and mammals. N-terminus of SEC3 contains a new 

subclass of pleckstrin homology domain, responsible for binding membrane lipids and 

small GTPase Cdc42 (Baek et al., 2010). This domain carries cluster of positive 

residues, that are responsible for phospholipid binding, predominantly 

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) (Baek et al., 2010).  

Positively charged patch is formed also on the well conserved C-terminus of 

EXO70 in yeast and mammals and is directly liable for interaction with negatively 

charged phospholipides (Liu et al., 2007; He et al., 2007). Some of the plant EXO70s 

have well conserved this motif, suggesting that at least some plant EXO70 isoforms 

could bind directly the PM (Žárský et al., 2009). N-terminal region of mammalian 

EXO84 also carries putative PH domain. However the interaction of EXO84 with the 

PM was not experimentally proved (reviewed in Hertzog and Chavrier, 2011).  

Alternative to the “spatial landmark” model is “exocytic signal” model. The 

authors of this model assume that local activation of RHO GTPase via the PI(4,5)P2 

dependent exocytic signal, organize actin cytoskeleton and coordinate exocyst 

function (Yakir-Tamang and Gerst, 2009). 

 

1.1.5 Plant exocyst 

Homologues to all eight exocyst subunits were found in plant genomes 

(Cvrčková et al., 2001; Eliáš et al., 2003). Recently, it was proved that exocyst 

functions as a complex in plants and facilitates polarized secretion in growing pollen 

tubes and in hypocotyl elongation of etiolated seedlings in Arabidopsis (Hála et al., 

2008). Interestingly, plant genome contains a big family of Exo70 genes- e.g. 23 

members in Arabidopsis thaliana (Eliáš et al., 2003), while yeast and animals have a 

single copy of Exo70. This fact points to the possibility of plant-specific functions or 

tissue specialization of individual EXO70 isoforms. 23 isoforms of Arabidopsis 

Exo70s can be divided into the 3 classes: EXO70.1, EXO70.2 and EXO70.3. These 

classes possibly evolved from three Exo70s that might have been present in common 

ancestor of mosses and vascular plants. In Arabidopsis, EXO70.1 class possesses the 

highest homology to the Exo70 in yeast and mammals and contains two members of 
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the cluster EXO70A. One of the genes, Exo70A1 is highly expressed in sporophyte, 

whereas the second, Exo70A2 is expressed specifically in the pollen (Chong et al., 

2009). Class EXO70.2  is  subdivided to the clusters B, C, D, E, F, H and contains 19 

Arabidopsis Exo70s.  (Eliáš et al., 2003). Arabidopsis EXO70.3 class compasses 

cluster EXO70G containing 2 members - Exo70G1 expressed in all sporophytic 

tissues and Exo70G2 specifically expressed in the pollen and root tissue (Chong et al., 

2009). Arabidopsis T-DNA insertional mutant in Exo70G1gene did not show any 

discernible phenotype (Synek L., Ph.D. Thesis).  

Based on expression patterns of Exo70s in Arabidopsis and phenotypic analysis 

of several exo70 mutants we have indicated that the EXO70A1 isoform plays a major 

role in the sporophyte (Synek et al., 2006). T-DNA insertional mutants in Exo70A1 

exhibit short stature, loss of apical dominance, delayed senescence, delayed lateral 

root initiation, reduced number of cells, defects in elongation of root hairs and 

stigmatic papillae as well as in etiolated hypocotyls, and aberrant pollen development, 

leading to nearly complete sterility (Synek et al., 2006). Cole at al. (2005) 

demonstrated that several T-DNA insertions in Sec8 gene cause partial or complete 

pollen transmission defect. Mutant pollen grains complete microgametogenesis but 

were unable to germinate. This defect can by complemented by the expression of Sec8 

gene under the pollen specific promoter LAT52 (Cole et al., 2005). Furthermore 

mutants in other exocyst subunits (sec3, sec5, sec6, sec15) exhibit similar defects in 

germination and polar growth of pollen tubes (Cole et al., 2005; Hála et al., 2008). 

While Exo70A1 is expressed homogenously in all sporophytic tissue some other 

Exo70 genes display tissue specific expression. For example 14 out of the 23 

Arabidopsis Exo70s are expressed in roots (Geneinvestigator; Li et al., 2010). For 

details see figure 2. Expression profile further revealed that some Exo70s are 

significantly up regulated during different stress condition such as pathogen infection 

(B2, H1, H4), wounding (B1, E1), cold (H4,H1,E2), salt (H2, B2, D3, B1, E1) 

osmotic (G2, F1, H8), drought (H8) or heat stress (H3, H2, H5) (Arabidopsis eFP 

Browser).  
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(Chong et al., 2010) 

 

Figure 2 Expression analysis of exocyst subunits 

 

1.2 Polar auxin transport 

 

Plant hormones (phytohormones) are low molecular weight organic compounds 

that regulate plant growth and development. Distribution and concentration of 

phytohormones reflect environmental as well as internal signals. Phytohormones 

modulate signalling cascades leading to changes in gene expression, and consequently 

to physiological responses. Auxin has a prominent position among plant hormones, as 

it is the only one known to be transported in a polar manner along the shoot-root axis, 

creating an important component of positional information within the plant body. On 

the organ level, auxin promotes adventive and lateral root formation, vascular 

development, apical dominance establishment and maintenance, gravitropic and 

phototropic responses (reviewed in Benjamins and Scheres, 2008; Vanneste and 

Friml, 2009). On the cellular level, auxin stimulates cell division, elongation and 

differentiation.  
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Auxin distribution is controlled by coordination of its synthesis, conjugation, 

degradation and transport. Auxin is produced especially by the shoot apical region and 

move toward the root base by active polar pathway through parenchymal cells and by 

a passive non-polar pathway through the phloem. In the root tip, the auxin flow 

changes direction and passes actively through epidermal cells back to the elongation 

zone (reviewed in Benjamins and Scheres, 2008; Vanneste and Friml, 2009). The 

direction of auxin flow is determined by polarly localized auxin efflux carriers PINs. 

Expression pattern and polar localization of PINs are dependent on developmental 

stage of the plant and change in response to external and internal cues. For example 

PIN1 is localized mainly on the basal PM in the root protophloem cells (Galweiler et 

al., 1998) whereas PIN2 resides on the apical PM in epidermal root cells and basal PM 

in the root cortex cells (Muller et al, 1998). The polar localization of PIN proteins is 

connected to their constitutive cycling between the plasma membrane and endosomal 

compartments (Geldner et al., 2001; Dhonukshe et al., 2007; 2008). PIN proteins are 

initially delivered to the PM in a non-polar manner and their polarity is established by 

subsequent endocytic recycling (Dhonukshe et al., 2008), which depends on F-actin, 

clathrin-mediated endocytosis and exocytosis (Geldner et al., 2003; Dhonukshe et al., 

2008).  

Polar PIN localization is known to determine the direction of intercellular auxin 

flow however the precise mechanisms generating PIN polarity remain unclear. Only 

few regulators of PIN polar localization have been described so far:  

 

1.2.1 Regulators changing phosphorylation status of PINs 

Phosphorylation status of protein often represents an important aspect in their 

activation and function, the same is true for PIN proteins. There is strong evidence 

showing that AGC3 serine/threonin kinase PINOID (PID) can phosphorylate central 

hydrophilic loop of PIN proteins and therefore promote apical PM localization of the 

PINs (PIN1, PIN2, PIN4) (Kleine-Vehn et al., 2009; Dhonukshe et al., 2010; Zhang et 

al., 2010). Additionally Dhonukshe and coworkers uncovered that also other two 

AGC3 kinases WAG1 and WAG2 undertake the similar function as PID (Dhonukshe 

et al., 2010). On the other hand protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) acts antagonistically 

to the mentioned serine/threonin kinases and instruct trafficking of PINs to the basal 

PM (Friml et al., 2004; 2007; Michniewicz et al., 2007) (Figure 4). 
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1.2.2 Arf-GEFs in PINs trafficking  

In general ADP-ribosilation factor (ARF) is coordinated by ARF-GEF and ARF- 

GAP and all together regulate recruitment of protein coat on the secretory and 

endocytic vesicles. In plants ARF-GEF GNOM was the first discovered ARF-GEF 

involved in PIN recycling (Steinmann et al., 1999). It was shown that GNOM is 

localized to the endosomes and instruct trafficking of vesicles carrying PINs to the 

PM (Geldner et al., 2003). Since that time several other ARF-GEFs involved in PIN 

recycling were identified- the closest GNOM homologue GNL1 (GNOM LIKE1) 

placed on the PM and VAN3 (VASCULAR NETVORK DEFECTIV 3) localized to 

the TGN (Robinson et al., 2008). Using variable angle epifluorescence microscopy 

(VAEM) Naramoto and coworkers (2010) were able to localize GNOM and VAN3 to 

partially overlapping discrete foci at the plasma membranes that are regularly 

associated with the endocytic vesicle coat clathrin. Weak mutant alleles for GNOM 

and null alleles for GNL1 and VAN3 confirmed impaired endocytosis of PM proteins, 

including PINs (Naramoto et al., 2010).   

To study endomembrane system ARF GEF specific inhibitor brefeldin A (BFA) 

is widely used. In Arabidopsis root tip cells, BFA inhibits several ARF GEFs 

including GNOM and induces aggregation of endosomes and TGN in so called BFA 

bodies. The core of BFA body is composed of Rab-A2/A3 membranes, surrounded by 

VHAa1 containing membrane (TGN), GNOM endosomes and the most of outer 

membrane is composed from Golgi stacks and PVC (SNX1 endosomes) (Chow et al., 

2008). Whereas GNOM is BFA-sensitive and represents the major ARF GEF 

regulating PINs recycling, GNL1 is BFA-resistant and in case of BFA treatment, 

GNL1 partly compensates GNOM function in PIN recycling (Naramoto et al., 2010; 

Teh and Moor 2007) (Figure 4).  

 

 

1.2.3 Rab5 GTPase pathway in PINs polarization 

The importance of endocytosis in PINs polarization was emphasized by 

Dhonukshe et al., (2009). They demonstrated that disturbing Rab5 pathway blocks 

endocytosis of PIN proteins, which consequently leads to the unpolarized localization 

of PINs in the PM. Interestingly, in embryogenesis, this defect provokes homeotic 

transformation of cotyledons to roots (Dhonukshe et al., 2009). Later in the plant 

development defect in Rab5 pathway perturbed gravitropic reaction and impaired 
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lateral root initiation. Rab5 pathway was disturbed by induction of dominant negative 

version (DN-Ara7) lacking Rab5 in the active state or by using mutated weaker allele 

of Rab5 GEF AtVps9a-2. Since all three Arabidopsis RAB5 homologues reside on the 

endosomes, the authors suggested that impaired RAB5 pathway provoke accumulation 

of internalized vesicles, which in turns block endocytosis through regulation feedback 

(Dhonukshe et al., 2009).  

  

1.2.4 Retromer complex sorts PINs from PVC to the TGN 

Important part in controlling auxin flow represents regulated accumulation of 

PINs in lytic vacuoles and their further degradation. Certain conditions such as 

gravitropic stimulation and/or dark treatment provoke increased degradation of PINs 

(Laxmi et al., 2008; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008). Jillais and coworkers described 

involvement of putative retromer subunits SNX1 and VPS29 in retrieval of PINs from 

PVC to TGN (Figure 4). Furthermore they demonstrated colocalization of SNX1 and 

VPS29 at the PVC (pre-vacuolar compartment) downstream of GNOM endosomes 

(Jaillais et al., 2007; 2008). In vps29 mutant PIN1 and PIN2 recycling was inhibited 

and PINs were accumulated in aberrant SNX1 endosomes (Jaillais et al., 2007; Jallais 

and Gaude, 2007). Kleine-Vehn et al., (2008) confirmed these data and further 

demonstrated, that snx1 and vps29 mutants carry less PIN1 and PIN2 on the PM and 

accumulate PIN2 in the vacuole-like structure (Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008). It is worth 

mentioning that in contradiction to the previous research Nimes detected retromer 

component SNX1 at the TGN/EE in BY2 cells as well as in Arabidopsis root cells 

(Nimes et al., 2010). 

The final sorting of PINs into the internal vesicles of the MVB is managed by 

ESCRT-related CHMP1A and CHMP1B (CHARGED MULTIVESICULAR BODY 

PROTEIN 1A/1B) proteins (Spitzer et al., 2009). 

 

1.2.5 ICR1 and Rop GTPase in PIN polarization  

 ICR1 was originally described as an adaptor scaffolding the interaction between 

the active RHO GTPases and the SEC3 exocyst subunit in Arabidopsis (Lavy et al., 

2007); its loss of function (LOF) mutation results in mislocalization and 

misexpression of PIN1 in Arabidopsis embryo and roots (Hazak et al., 2010). Another 

testimony showing importance of RopGTPase in PIN polarization comes from the 

study of lobes formation in Arabidopsis leave epidermal cells. Current model assumes 
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the effect of auxin activated Rop2-Ric4 pathways during lobe formation in epidermal 

pavement cells. Auxin induces rapid activation of Rop2 GTPase, leading to polar 

recruitment of RIC4 to the plasma membrane of the growing lobes, rearrangement of 

the actin cytoskeleton and consequently to the polarization of PIN1 in growing lobes 

(Xu et al., 2010). It is worth mentioning that depletion of ICR1 perturbed lobe 

formation on the pavement cell and results in square-shaped cells (Lavy et al., 2007). 

This fact points to possible involvement of adaptor protein ICR1 in the lobe 

formation. 

 

 

(Gao et al., 2008) 

 

Figure 4 A model of regulators and pathways contributing to polar PIN 

pocalization. 

Schema showing PINs  targeting to the apical, basal, lateral side of the root cell 

dependent on kinase PINOID (PID), protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), retromer 

complex subunits SNX1, VPS29 and ARF GEFs GNOM and GNL1.  
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1.3 Defining the hypothesis 

 

My PhD thesis is the extension of previous research in our laboratory on the 

characterization of the plant EXO70A1 exocyst subunit. Arabidopsis insertional 

exo70A1 mutants exhibit some phenotypic features pointing to compromised auxin 

transport and/or signalling (Synek et al., 2006). First, the mutant exhibits delayed 

lateral root initiation that is dependent on auxin level (e.g. Hobbie and Estelle, 1995; 

Casimiro et al., 2001). Second, short root hairs of the mutant can be partly rescued by 

addition of external auxin to the growth medium. Root hair elongation is also known 

to be promoted by auxin (Leyser et al., 1996; Pitts et al., 1998). Third, the apical 

dominance is compromised in exo70A1 plants, resulting in a bushy stature of 

flowering plants – a symptom well connected to the disturbance in polar auxin 

transport (PAT). Therefore the main aim of my PhD thesis was to elucidate whether 

exocyst is involved in auxin transport and if so than what is the mechanism of exocyst 

action in PAT. 

Taking advantage of available transcriptomic data of Arabidopsis thaliana we 

hypothesize that EXO70A1 represents the main EXO70 exocyst subunit in sporophyte 

development, while other EXO70 isoforms may act in specific developmental stages, 

environmental situations or in different membrane domains. Therefore, the second aim 

of my project was to characterize along with EXO70A1 and SEC8 exocyst subunit 

other EXO70 isoforms with respect to PAT.  

To achieve the goals of this study, I have defined two working hypotheses and 

tried to answer the following questions. 

 

I. Hypothesis 

Polar auxin transport is compromised in exocyst mutant exo70A1. 

 

1) Is PAT compromised in exo70A1 mutant plants? 

a) measuring the auxin transport in exo70A1 mutant and WT plants. 

b) comparing the auxin distribution in exo70A1 mutant and WT plants using DR5 

reporter. 
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II.Hypothesis 

EXO70A1 along with other exocyst subunits are involved in recycling and 

polarization of vesicles carrying PIN1 and PIN2 proteins. 

 

2) Is Exo70A1 along with other exocyst subunits involved in PIN1 and PIN2 

polarization? 

a) monitoring PIN1 and PIN2 polarization in exo70A1, sec8-m1 mutants and WT 

plants. 

b) monitoring PIN1 and PIN2 repolarization after BFA treatment and its washing in 

exo70A1, sec8-m1 mutants and WT plants. 

c) monitoring PIN1 and PIN2 transcytosis provoked by prolonged BFA treatment in 

exo70A1, sec8-m1 mutants and WT plants. 

.    

 

3)  How specific is the action of EXO70A1 in PIN recycling? Does EXO70A1 

function specifically in PIN recycling or is its role more general in protein 

recycling?  

a) monitoring localization of some other recycling protein (BRI1:GFP) in exo70A1 

mutant and WT plants. 

.  

4) Does exocyst  localization depend on the plasma membrane composition and 

BFA   sensitive trafficking pathway?  

 a) treating GFP tagged exocyst subunits with BFA.  

 b) treating GFP tagged exocyst subunits with wortmannin.  

 

5)  Is there any adaptor protein linking EXO70A1 or other exocyst subunits 

to PIN proteins? 

a) using co-immunoprecipitation to detect interactors of EXO70A1 in respect to  PIN 

polarization. 
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2 Aims of the thesis 

 
1) To measure and compare radioactively labeled IAA transport and activity in IAA 

maxima using DR5 reporter between WT and exo70A1. 

 

2) To analyse possible involvement of EXO70A1 along with other exocyst subunits in 

auxin efflux carriers (PINs) localization and recycling.  

 

3) To analyse specificity of EXO70A1 for PIN recycling. 

 

4) To address the EXO70A1 and some other exocyst subunits localization in respect 

to membrane lipid composition.  

 

5) To study direct or indirect interactions between EXO70A1 and other proteins using 

co-immunoprecipitation.  
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3 SUMMARY 

 

The polarization of exocytosis in yeast and animals is assisted by the exocyst – 

an octameric vesicle tethering complex and an effector of Rab and Rho GTPases. 

Recently, the exocyst was described as a functional complex involved in 

morphogenesis also in plants. Hála et al. (2008) described involvement of exocyst 

complex in pollen tube growth and hypocotyls elongation in dark grown seedlings, 

Fendrych et al. (2010) uncovered key role of exocyst in cell plate formation, Kulich et 

al. (2010) emphasized the participation of exocyst in seed coat generation and 

Pečenková et al. (2011) described the contribution of exocyst subunits in plant defense 

towards the pathogens. All these processes are intimately linked to secretion. Here we 

show involvement of exocyst in auxin efflux carriers PINs recycling. 

Using direct auxin transport measurement and GFP-tagged proteins, we showed 

that the exocyst is involved in recycling and polarization of PIN proteins and polar 

auxin transport regulation. Rootward polar auxin transport is compromised in loss-of-

function mutants in exocyst subunits EXO70A1. On the cellular level we have 

detected accumulation of PIN2GFP in the enlarged BFA-like FM4-64 labelled 

compartments distinct from VHAa1 labeled endosomes. Moreover recycling of PIN1 

and PIN2 is retarded in roots of Arabidopsis loss-of-function mutants in exocyst 

subunits EXO70A1 and SEC8 after brefeldin A treatment. Even more severe secretory 

defect is observed after prolonged BFA treatment. This approach normally provokes 

transcytosis – i.e. relocalization of PINs from BFA compartment to the apical PM in 

the WT plants. However in exocyst mutants exo70A1 and sec8 PINs remains 

internalized in the BFA compartment. We observed that also recycling of the 

brassinosteroid receptor BRI1 is disturbed in similar manner as PIN recycling 

indicating more general PM proteins recycling defect (see manuscript).  

Plasma membrane localization of GFP-tagged EXO70A1 and other exocyst 

subunits studied (SEC8, SEC10) are resistant to brefeldin A treatment suggesting that 

studied exocyst subunits traffic BFA-insensitive pathway. On the contrary localization 

of these subunits are sensitive to wortmannin – an inhibitor that modifies membrane 

phospholipids. These findings indicate that binding of studied exocyst subunits to the 

PM might depend on the phospholipide membrane composition (see manuscript). 

Using co-immunoprecipitation we revealed that EXO70A1 is present in a complex 
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with ICR1 (see manuscript) – an adaptor protein mediating interaction of activated 

RHO/ROP GTPases with the SEC3 exocyst subunit (Lavy et al., 2007) Recently ICR1 

was proved to contribute to the regulation of polar auxin transport through PIN1 

polarization (Hazak et al., 2010).  

Whereas EXO70A1 along with other exocyst subunits display uniform 

distribution on the PM (Fendrych et al., 2010; manuscript), EXO70G1 shows 

enrichment on the apical and basal cell sides in the root tip cells (see chapter Results). 

This localization pattern might point to the role in recycling of polarly localized 

protein such as PINs. Since exo70G1 mutant did not show any discernible phenotype 

(Synek et al., 2006) we will have to prepare double or triple mutant of exo70G1, 

exo70G2 and exo70A1 to uncover its function.  

Our data show that polar auxin flow mediated by PIN proteins in plants relies 

also on the proper function of vesicle tethering complex exocyst. Despite an 

independent origin of plant multicellularity, the exocyst conserved its role in cell 

polarization and significantly participates in the regulation of polarity and 

morphogenesis also in plants. 
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4 Manuscript and appended publications 
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5 Materials and methods 
 

This chapter does not include materials and methods described in the appended 

manuscript and  publications.  

Plant material and growth conditions 

Exo70G1 was cloned from the pCAT vector (Eliáš et al., 2003) to binary vector 

pBAR modified by insertion of GFP cassette using restriction sites BamHI. Construct 

was used for Agrobacterium – mediated transformation of Col-0.   

Arabidopsis seeds were surface-sterilized (10 min in 20% commercial bleach 

and rinsed 3 times with sterile distilled water) and dispersed onto agar plates with 

growing medium: 1/2× MS-salts (Sigma) supplemented with 1% (w/v) sucrose 

(Fluka), vitamins, 1.6% (w/v) plant agar (Duchefa), buffered to pH 5.7. Stratification 

was performed at 4 °C for 3 days. Seedlings were grown vertically in a climate 

chamber at 22 °C under long-day conditions (16 h of light per day). 

 

Microscopy 

Seedlings expressing fluorescently labeled proteins were transferred on a block 

of agar into a chambered coverglass Lab-Tek II and observed with a Zeiss LSM 5 

DUO confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with Zeiss C-Apochromat 40×/1.2 

water corrected objective. Bleaching during the FRAP analysis was performed two 

times by 10 iterations using 75% of laser power on the cell; images were grabbed 

consequently every 20 s. 

Drug treatments 

Seedlings were transferred from agar plates into 6-well cell culture plates 

containing ½× MS liquid medium supplemented with 50 µM brefeldin A (Sigma, 50 

mM stock in DMSO) and incubated in light conditions in a climate chamber for 2 h. 

DMSO in even concentration was added to negative controls. Washout of BFA was 

performed by transfer of seedlings to medium without the drug. Seedlings were 

labeled by FM 4-64 (Invitrogen) in 5 µM final concentration and by propidium iodide 
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(Invitrogen) in 10 µM final concentration 10 min before observation. Seedlings 

stained by propidium iodide was rinsed two times with water. 
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6 Results  

 
6.1 Supporting information not included in the manuscript  

We have revealed perturbed auxin canalization in exo70A1 mutant plants after 

local application of IAA. Since our recent publication shows importance of exocyst in 

primary cell wall formation (Fendrych et al., 2010) we decided to test the 

impermeability of Casparian strips in exo70A1 and sec8 mutant plants to uncover 

whether the defect in auxin canalization cannot be explained by the escape of auxin 

through the apoplastic pathway. To test impermeability of Casparian strips we have 

used propidium iodide – compound that specifically stains cell walls and does not 

penetrate through the Casparian strips (Alassimone et al., 2010). This experiment 

confirmed complete impermeability of Casparian strips in mutants as in WT and 

therefore supported the hypothesis of perturbed active transport through auxin 

transporters. Moreover this experiment revealed pronounced staining of the cell walls 

in exo70A1 and even more in sec8 mutants in comparison to the WT. Increased 

staining indicates changes in cell wall composition which is in agreement with 

transcriptomic data for exo70A1 (Genevestigator database; Zimmermann et al., 2004) 

and is the major subject of current exocyst project in our laboratory. Completely 

perturbed plasma membrane of dead cell enables internalization of propidium iodide 

and staining of nucleic acids (Jones and Senft, 1985). Therefore propidium iodide also 

used as a marker of dead cells. In our experiment propidium iodide have labelled a 

number of dead epidermal cells in sec8 mutant, less in exo70A1 mutant and none were 

detected in WT plant (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Roots of exo70A1 and sec8-m1 stained by propidium iodide 

Casparian strips in exo70A1 and sec8-m1 mutants are impermeable for the propidium 

iodide.  

Cell walls of epidermal and cortex cells in exo70A1 and sec8-m1 display pronounced 

staining in comparison to the WT plants. Bars = 20µm 

 

6.2 Localization of GFP:EXO70G1 

Using Agrobacterium mediated transformation, we have prepared plants 

expressing GFP:EXO70G1 under the control of 35S promoter. In these plants we have 

observed polar localization of GFP fused proteins preferentially to the transversal PM 

in the root tip cells. Significant portion of the fluorescent signal was also detected in 

the cytoplasm (Figure 2A). To distinguish whether the signal on the PM is apical, 

basal or both we utilized FRAP (Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching) 

analysis. Bleaching the signal from the whole cell revealed that the new signal on the 

apical and basal side is delivered from the neighboring cells with the same rate, this 

indicates enriched localization of EXO70G1 on both, apical and basal cell sides 

(Figure 2D). As in the work done by Fendrych et al. (2010) we monitored 

GFP:EXO70G1 during cell plate formation in root tip cells. In contrast to other 

studied exocyst subunits, the GFP:EXO70G1 was localized to the forming cell plate 

from the initiation phase till the maturation phase. Moreover the intensity of the signal 
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at the newly formed cell plate was weaker when compared to other non dividing 

adjacent cells (Figure 3).  In contrast other studied exocyst subunits display 

enrichment in the maturing cell plate (Fendrych et al., 2010). 

To get insight into the intracellular Exo70G1 recycling, we have treated the 

stable transformed plants expressing GFP:EXO70G1 with brefeldin A (BFA). The 

BFA treatment did not affect PM localization of the GFP:EXO70G1 (Figure 2B). On 

the contrary using wortmannin - the inhibitor of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) and 

phosphoinositide 4-kinase (PI4K) - disrupted dynamic recycling of the EXO70G1 

between the PM and cytoplasm and provoked the depletion of the signal from the PM 

and cytoplasmic pool enrichment (Figure 2C). 
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Figure 2 Localization of GFP:EXO70G1 

 

A) Polar localization of GFP:EXO70G1 in the Arabidopsis root tip cells.  

B) 50µM BFA treatment for 2 h do not perturbed GFP:EXO70G1 localization in the 

Arabidopsis root tip cells. 

C) 66µM Wortmannin treatment for 2 h evoked the release of GFP:EXO70G1 from 

the PM of Arabidopsis root tip cells. 

D) Monitoring GFP:EXO70G1 dynamic using FRAP analysis. Bleaching whole cell 

uncovered that the same time is needed to recover the signal on apical and basal 

transversal cell plate. Bars = 10µM 
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Figure 3 Localization of GFP:EXO70G1 during cell plate formation 

GFP:EXO70G1 localize to the newly forming cell plate. Bar = 10µm 
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7 DISCUSSION 

 

Auxin related phenotype of exo70A1 mutant plants 

 

The indirect proof for the connection of exocyst with the regulation of polar 

auxin transport and possible involvement of the EXO70A1 in the switching of the 

PINs destinations may be also found in the similarity of exocyst mutants exo70A1 and 

sec8-m1 with mutant in PIN polarization.  

exo70A1 and sec8-m1 mutants display aberration in root meristem maintenance (Cole 

R. Ph.D. Thesis), in lateral root initiation and in auxin maxima maintenance, 

phenotypes linked to defect in polar auxin transport, typical for mutants in PIN 

polarization. Especially strong deviation in root meristem is seen in gnom (Steinmann 

et al., 1999), icr1 (Lavy et al., 2007), mutants in RAB5 pathway (Dhonukshe et al., 

2010), in mutants with enhanced expression of PID1, WAG1, WAG2 (Dhonukshe et 

al., 2010) and among the sterol biosynthetic mutants mutants cpi1-1 (Man et al., 2008) 

and smt1 (Willemsen et al., 2003). These mutants differently effect PINs polarization, 

mistargeting PINs to the apical, basal, lateral site or to the aberrant intracellular 

compartments.  

Interestingly, all single pin mutants display various weak phenotypes in primary 

roots. Single mutant pin1 and pin2 have only slightly reduced root length and root 

meristem size, pin3, pin4  and pin7 have slight division defect in the quiescent centre 

and columela root cap cells (Blilou et al., 2005). As described Blilou et al. (2005) 

triple mutant  pin3 pin4 pin7 enhanced expression of PIN1 in lateral-basal membrane 

of the endodermis and PIN2 localized ectopically to the basal end of prevascular cells, 

the domains that originally express PIN3 and PIN7.  These findings suggest partial 

redundancy between PIN proteins in the root meristem (Blilou et al., 2005).  

Furthermore Blilou et al. (2005) performed series of experiments utilizing double and 

triple pin mutants pointing to key role of PINs in root meristem size regulation and 

auxin maxima maintenance, which supports auxin related phenotypic of exo70A1.  

However the most striking phenotype in comparison to exo70A1 mutant display 

gnomR5 and gnomB/E the weak gnom alleles. Whereas loose of function alleles of the 

Arabidopsis GNOM gene leads to severe defects in the embryonic stage, characterized 

by perturbed establishment of embryonic axis, lack the embryonic root and fused or 
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deleted cotyledons (Mayer et al., 1993), the weaker alleles except for rarely fused 

cotyledons are nearly indistinguishable from the WT up to the 5 days after 

germination. These weak gnom alleles as well as exo70A1 and sec8-m1 are defective 

in root meristem maintenance and lateral root formations (Getdner et al., 2004; Cole 

R. Ph.D.Thesis). To shed light on GNOM function Geldner et al. (2004) used similar 

approach as we did, they treated the gnomR5 mutant seedlings carrying DR5:GUS 

reporter with synthetic auxin. They uncovered dramatic accumulation of DR5:GUS 

signal through the whole root tissue of the gnomR5mutant, whereas the WT effectively 

canalized the auxin and probably provide the transport to the site of degradation 

(Geldner et al., 2004). This finding strongly resembles the defect observed in exo70A1 

plants and points to the common defect in effective auxin canalization and 

maintaining auxin gradients after external auxin application. 

We have shown that exo70A1 mutant displays the most severe defect on PIN 

recycling after blocking the function of GNOM by prolonged BFA treatment. There 

are other four BFA sensitive ARF GEFs functioning in the Arabidopsis, however 

expression of BFA resistant form of GNOM uncovered its major role in PIN 

trafficking from the endosomes to the PM (Geldner et al., 2004). These findings 

suggest that blocking GNOM function simultanously with depletion of exo70A1 

almost completely block trafficking to the PM and accumulate PINs and BRI1 in the 

enlarged BFA compartments.  

We have shown that depletion of EXO70A1 resulted in completely perturbed 

root waving phenotype. It was proposed that waving reflects circumnutation, 

gravitropism and negative thigmotropism (Migliaccio and Piconese, 2001; Santer and 

Watson, 2006) and due to the impact of auxin on root meristem, it is expected that 

auxin transport and signaling is involved in this process as well (Santer and Watson, 

2006). It is worth mentioning that even though there is an interplay between waving 

and gravitropism, the gravitropic response of exo70A1 mutant seedling was 

indistinguishable from the WT. Despite the intensive study, precise  involvement of 

auxin trasport in root waving are not elucidated. Until recently, WAG1 and WAG2, 

the proteins acting as the suppressor of waving (Santer and Watson, 2006) were 

shown to act redundantly to PINOID (PID) function (Dhonukshe et al., 2010). It was 

proved that WAG1 and WAG2 as well as PID are ACG kinases, that instruct basal to 

apical PIN polarity shifts (Dhonukshe et al., 2010; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2009).  
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The mutant seedlings wag1, wag2, wag1 wag2 as well as exo70A1 did not show 

any defect in gravitropic response. Unlikely to exo70A1, single wag1, wag2 and 

double wag1 wag2 mutants display pronounced waving phenotype. However triple 

mutant wag1 wag2 pid display gravitropic defect and completely lacked cotytedons, 

similarly to pid pin1 mutant (Furutani et al., 2007; Dhonukshe et al., 2010).  On the 

contrary overexpression of PID, WAG1 and WAG2 lead to the loose of gravity 

responses, depletion of auxin maxima and total collapse of root meristem. On the 

cellular level overexpression of PID, WAG1 and WAG2 induce apicalization of PIN1, 

PIN2 and PIN4 (Dhonukshe et al., 2010).  These results indicate that even though the 

WAG1 and WAG2 play important role in PIN polarization, utilizing single wag1, 

wag2 and double wag1wag2 mutants uncover strong waving phenotype but mask their 

participation in gravitropic responses. Moreover these findings corroborate that root 

waving phenotype, root tip auxin maxima and root meristem size reflect auxin 

distribution and supports the fact that exo70A1 phenotype mirrors the compromised 

auxin transport through PIN polarization. 

Detail microscopic inspection of Arabidopsis exo70A1 uncovered a unique 

unpublished root cap phenotype - we observed extreme accumulation of border-like 

cells (BLC) layers still attached to the root cap in exo70A1.  In contrast WT plants 

release these cells from the root cap region as layers of connected cells (Driouich et 

al., 2006). Root cap architecture is under the control of auxin, however we speculate 

that this phenotype of exo70A1 might reflect a defect in cell wall material or cell wall-

degrading enzyme deposition, since BLCs are detached from the growing root cap by 

cell wall-degrading enzymes. Importance of cell wall composition in root cap 

organization was recently supported by characterization of Arabidopsis mutant 

quasimodo (Durand et al., 2009). This mutant has reduced biosynthesis of 

homogalacturonan and sheds isolated cells from the root cap (Durand et al., 2009).  

 

 

 Exocyst and PM protein recycling 

Based on expression profile of EXO70s, EXO70A1 was predicted to function as 

the main EXO70 in sporophyte development. This expectation was strengthened by 

detailed analysis of T-DNA insertional mutant in EXO70A1 (Synek et al., 2006). 

Some phenotype deviations of exo70A1 mutant resembled the defect in auxin 

transport or synthesis. Here we present data showing the involvement of EXO70A1 
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and other exocyst subunits in PINs and BRI1 recycling and therefore confirming 

evolutionary conserved role of exocyst in PM protein recycling also in plants 

We have uncovered pronounced decrease (about 30 percent) in the rate of auxin 

transport for both mutant alleles exo70A1-1 and exo70A1-2. Detailed monitoring of 

auxin transport through the tissue using DR5:GUS reporter line uncovered reduced 

auxin maxima in the root tip of exo70A1,  confirmed compromised rootward auxin 

transport and additionally  revealed perturbed canalization of auxin in exo70A1 mutant 

plant. Since our recent publication showed importance of exocyst in primary cell wall 

formation (Fendrych et al., 2010) we tested the impermeability of Casparian strips in 

exo70A1 and sec8 mutant plants by propidium iodide staining. This experiment 

confirmed complete impermeability of Casparian strips and therefore the defect in 

auxin canalization cannot be explained by leakage of auxin from apoplastic pathway 

but rather by perturbed active transport through auxin transporters. The main auxin 

transporters are represented by efflux carriers PINs, influx carriers AUX1 and ABC 

transporter-like phosphoglycoprotein (PGP). We have shown that exocyst plays the 

important role in PIN1 and PIN2 recycling in root tip cells.  

We have observed accumulation of PIN2 in the compartment distinct from 

VHAa1 labelled early endosomes. We did not uncover the origin of this compartment 

but we have suggested that it functions downstream of the early endosomes. 

Formation of aberrant compartments in plant exocyst mutant is in accordance with 

studies in animal cells. In Drosophila exocyst subunits Sec5, Sec6 and Sec15 localize 

to the recycling endosomes and regulate DE-Cadherin trafficking to the PM in 

epithelial cells and mutations in any these exocyst subunits provoke accumulation of  

DE-Cadherin in enlarged Rab11 recycling endosomes (Langevin et al., 2005). 

Another viable Arabidopsis exocyst mutant exo84b with pronounced secretory defect 

was characterized by Fendrych et al, (2010). Using transmission electron microscopy 

they observed accumulation of vesicles in the mutant leave epidermal cells, the 

aberration resembling the secretory defect in yeast exocyst mutants which is 

manifested by accumulation of secretory vesicles near the PM (Novick et al., 1980; 

Guo et al., 1999b).  

Furthermore in exo70A1 mutant as well as sec8 mutant we have described 

perturbed repolarization of PIN1 and PIN2 after the washing BFA and even more 

severe defect was observed during transcytosis induced by prolonged BFA treatment. 

These results indicate that the transcytotic pathway for some transporters might be 
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exocyst dependent processes. In animals exocyst also participates during transcytosis 

as documented by Oztan et al. (2007). They observed localization of exocyst to the 

apical and basolateral endocytic compartments and described involvement of SEC15A 

in basolateral to apical transcytosis. In plants transcytotic re-localization of PIN occurs 

also under physiological conditions, as shown by a massive redirection of PIN2 from 

the apical and basal cell sides of the newly formed cell plate to strictly apical or basal 

polar localization (Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008). Since we have shown that exocyst plays 

the key role during maturation of newly formed cell plate (Fendrych et al., 2010) it is 

possible that also PIN polarization on the newly formed cell plate might depend on 

exocyst function, however we have not tested this possibility. Transcytotic 

relocalization of specific PINs to the lateral membrane is also the major factor 

regulating auxin flow during phototropic and gravitropic reaction (Friml et al., 

2002).Considering the slower growth and skewing of the exo70A1 homozygous root 

we did not measure any major difference in gravitropic response except for short term 

root growth disorientation during germination of the seedling which might or might 

not be the consequence of perturbed auxin transport. Another example of naturally 

occurring transcytosis of PINs in the cell represents repolarization of PIN1 from basal 

site to the outer lateral site during lateral roots initiation (Benková et al., 2003). 

Although exo70A1 mutant displays delayed lateral root initiation, the brief inspection 

of PIN1 did not reveal any major defect in polarity switch (data not shown). These 

findings show that whereas drug induced transcytosis of PINs is almost completely 

blocked in exocyst mutants under physiological conditions, EXO70A1 is not required 

for lateral auxin redirection or alternatively there might be functional redundancy 

between EXO70 isoforms. In fact the functional redundancy between EXO70 

isoforms is expected; it was previously reported that at least 16 out of 23 EXO70s are 

expressed in Arabidopsis roots (Genevestigator; Li et al., 2010). 

Similar recycling defect in exo70A1 mutant as described for PIN has been 

recorded also for brassinosteroid BRI1 receptor. Indeed, experiment revealing reduced 

sensitivity of sec8 mutant to externally added brassinosteroids indicated involvement 

of the exocyst in brassinosteroid signaling (Cole R. Ph.D. Thesis). We cannot 

conclude that the defect in PINs polarization in exocyst mutants fully describes the 

dramatic reduction in rootward auxin transport and dwarfish phenotype of exo70A1 

mutant we have to consider the fact that also brassinosteroid signaling effects the 

auxin homeostasis and signalling (Hardtke et al., 2007) and therefore it might 
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significantly contributes to the phenotypic deviation in exo70A1 plant. These findings 

supports the idea that exocyst function generally affecting several trafficking pathway, 

which is in agreement with our previous studies pointing to its key role in variety of 

secretory processes including  cell plate formation (Fendrych et al., 2010), seed coat 

formation (Kulich et al., 2010), pollen tube growth and hypocotyl elongation (Hála et 

al., 2008). 

As mentioned above ABC transporter-like phosphoglycoproteins (PGP) also 

operate as the auxin transporters. Two members from this family PGP1 and PGP19 

significantly accelerate long distance auxin transport (Geisler et al., 2005; Noh et al., 

2003), furthermore PGP19 is localized to the root endodermis and pericycle cells and 

is proposed to prevent escape of auxin from the stele (Blakeslee et al., 2007). 

Therefore the defect in PGP19 proteins resembles defect described in exo70A1 

mutants after application of IAA on the root/shoot junction. We cannot exclude 

possible involvement of EXO70A1 in PGP mediated auxin transport, but our result 

showing proportional reduction of auxin transport after application of PGP inhibitor 

gravacin in exo70A1 mutant plants did not support this possibility. The same is true 

for auxin influx carrier AUX1/LAX, we have not tested the impact of depletion of 

exocyst subunits on localization of these transporters, but considering the result 

showing no less effect on IAA transport in exo70A1 after application of AUX1/LAX 

auxin uptake inhibitor 1-NOA we might suggest that AUX/LAX are not the main 

target of exocyst function. 

 

Exocyst - ICR1 interaction 

We have shown that EXO70A1 coimmunoprecipitates with ICR1 protein. ICR1 

was originally described as the adaptor protein scaffolding the interaction between 

SEC3 and RHO GTPase (Lavy et al., 2007). These findings support the hypothesis 

that the plant exocyst function is regulated by RHO GTPase likewise describe the 

yeast and mammalian models (Brennewald and Rossi, 2007). The exocytotic defects 

on the cellular level in icr1 mutant such as accumulation of PINs inside the cell and 

delay in recruitment of PINs to the PM after BFA treatment resembles the defects 

observed in exo701 mutant plants, however the aberrant PINs polarization in icr1 

mutant is much more pronounced and results in severe developmental defect which is 

notable from the triangular stage embryo onward. The root of exo70A1 plant displays 

compromised auxin maxima in the root tip, reduced size of the root meristem (Cole R. 
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Ph.D. Thesis) and lower amount of starch. The similar deviations are known in the 

root tip of ICR1 knockdown, nevertheless the aberrations are much more severe 

during the time of post embryonic development leading to complete loose of auxin 

maxima and to the collapse of primary root 14 DAG (Hazak et al., 2010).   

Whereas we have seen only slight intracellular accumulation of PIN2 in 

untreated exo70A1 plant, icr1 has pleotropic impact on PIN recycling. First, during 

embryogenesis icr1 accumulated PIN1:GFP in enlarged compartment. Later during 

post embryonic development the basal to apical shift of PIN1 and PIN2 were observed 

in the root of icr1. Moreover this approach revealed misexpression of PIN1:GFP in 

epidermal cells and root hairs and its subsequent accumulation in intracellular 

aggregates (Hazak et al., 2010). These deviations were never observed in exo70A1 

background, suggesting that ICR1 might function as the adaptor for other regulatory 

proteins in the secretory pathway which contribute to the more severe defect in PIN 

polarization in icr1 mutant. Alternatively losing one of the exocyst subunit does not 

completely impair the function of the remaining subcomplex, which can partly 

manage the tethering function in PIN recycling. Moreover we have to consider that 

large number of the EXO70s in the root might be partly redundant in their function.     

The strength of the deviation in PIN polarization reflects the aberration on the 

organ level. Whereas in exo70A1 plants we have discovered a delay in lateral root 

initiation, primary root of icr1 collapsed before forming lateral roots and instead icr1 

forms the adventitious root with arrested primordia of new lateral roots. Considering 

the phenotypic deviations in aerial tissue, it is worth mentioning the square shape 

epidermal pavement cells of icr1 mutant. This defect points to the possible role in lobe 

formation through ROP2-RIC4 and ROP6-RIC1 directed PIN1 polarization as pointed 

out Xu et al., (2010). In contrary exo70A1 leaves carry properly shaped pavement cells 

similar to other studied exocyst mutant (exo84b, sec8-m1) suggesting that this process 

do not require EXO70A1 and might be exocyst independent.   

 

GLUT4 trafficking versus PIN recycling 

We have shown that in the plant exocyst regulate trafficking of auxin transporter 

PIN to the PM. This result correlates with studies in animal cell, describing 

involvement of  exocyst in transport of several receptors and transporters to the PM. 

Best characterized is trafficking of vesicles carrying glucose transporter GLUT4 

(Inoue et al, 2003; Bao et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2010). Comparing these two exocyst 
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dependent trafficking pathways in plant and animal cell reveals many similarities but 

also differences.  

Comparing localization, the major pool of PIN proteins in the cell is polarly 

localized on the PM, to achieve the polar distribution, PIN have to recycle through 

clatrin mediated endocytosis, which require functional ARF GEFs, actin cytoskeleton 

and Rab5 endocytic pathway. Recycling of PINs to the PM runs through TGN and 

GNOM containing endosome. On the contrary in unstimulated animal cell GLUT4 

reside mainly on the intracellular compartment, called GLUT4-specialized 

compartment (GSV). The process of sequestration of GLUT4 to the GSV is controled 

by IRAP and RabGAP AS160 (Jordens et al., 2010). Relocalization of GLUT4 

transporters to the PM is induced by external hormonal signal - by insulin stimulation. 

Insulin provokes redirection of GLUT4 from the GSV via recycling endosomes to the 

PM. Accordingly PIN polarization is continually affected by the presence of plant 

hormone auxin. Increased auxin concentration inhibits endocytosis of PINs and 

promotes increase auxin transport from the cell (Paciorek et al., 2005). However the 

precise mechanism of auxin action on PINs remains elusive. 

Localization of exocyst in these two pathways mirrors the distribution of the 

regulated transporters PIN and GLUT4. Whereas in animal cell EXO70 is 

predominantly locked in the endosomal compartments and the insulin stimulation 

induces relocalization to the PM, in the plant cell the EXO70A1 maintains rapid 

recycling to the PM.  It is noteworthy that EXO70A1 recycling is much faster than 

PIN recycling. 

In plants we have shown that EXO70A1 coimmunoprecipitate with ICR1, 

adaptor protein for ROP GTPase. The inherence of the link between exocyst and ICR1 

was further supported by Hazak et al. (2010). They uncovered that ICR1 interacts 

directly with SEC3 and has a potential to recruit SEC3 to the PM (Lavy et al., 2007). 

Moreover ICR1 (Hazak et al., 2010) as well as EXO70A1 were shown to regulate 

PIN1 recycling. These findings document an essential role of exocyst and adaptor 

protein ICR1 in tethering of vesicles carrying PIN proteins. In mammals it is well 

documented that targeting of GLUT4 carrying vesicle requires direct interaction 

between EXO70 and RHO GTPase TC10 (Inoue et al., 2003).  

 

Comparing Exo70A1GFP and Exo70G1GFP localization 
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Till now EXO70A1 and EXO70G1 were the only GFP fused EXO70s stably 

expressed in Arabidopsis. Comparing their localization in root tip cells uncovered 

several common features. First, GFP:EXO70G1 as well as GFP:EXO70A1 localizes 

on the PM and also significant portion of the GFP signal remains intracellular. 

Second, PM localization of both plant EXO70s are not affected by treatment of ARF 

GEF specific inhibitor brefeldin A. In mammalian studies certain discrepancy exists in 

relation to the sensitivity of exocyst subunits to the BFA. Whereas Vega and Hsu 

(2001) did not observe perturbed localization of Exo70 from Golgi structure after 

BFA treatment in PC12 cells, Xu et al. (2005) recorded BFA induced dispersion of 

Exo70:GFP from the Golgi in HepG2 cells. Third, in the plant root tip cell both 

EXO70s relocalize from the PM to the cytoplasm after treatment by wortmannin - the 

inhibitor of PI3K and PI4K. In Arabidopsis root tip cells wortmannin inhibits 

specifically SNX1 endosomes (PVC) and blocks retrograde transport from PVC to 

TGN (Jaillais et al., 2008). Due to the fact that PI4K resides also on the PM, we can 

speculate, that the high concentration of wortmannin treatment disturbs 

phospholipides composition of PM which can consequently block binding of EXO70s 

to the PI(4,5)P2 and evokes the release of EXO70s to the cytoplasm. These results are 

consistent with the findings in yeast and mammals. Crystalografic analysis of EXO70 

and detail characterization of C-terminus of the protein uncovered positively charged 

patch on the well conserved C-terminus of EXO70 that is directly liable for interaction 

with negatively charged phospholipides (Liu et al., 2007; He et al., 2007). As shown 

by Žárský et al, (2010) some of the plant EXO70s have well conserved this motif, 

suggesting that at least some plant EXO70 isoforms could bind directly the PM 

(Žárský et al., 2009). To confirm the direct binding of EXO70s to the PM lipids, it 

will be necessary to prepare point mutations in the conserved binding domain in the 

EXO70s and also test exocyst protein/domain interaction with liposomes.  

However there are two important differences in localization of both EXO70 

isoforms. First, GFP:EXO70A1 resides on the PM membrane homogenously, similar 

to other exocyst subunits (Fendrych et al., 2010), whereas EXO70G1 localizes 

preferentially on the apical and basal sides of the root cells. Second, as described by 

Fendrych at al. (2010) EXO70A1 along with other studied exocyst subunits localizes 

to the newly forming cell plate during the initiation phase, later during the growing 

phase the signals disappear and occur again during the final stage of cell plate 

maturation (Fendrych et al., 2010). On the contrary GFP:EXO70G1 persists in the 
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newly formed cell plate from the initiation till the maturation phase. Moreover, 

whereas EXO70A1 and other exocyst subunits display enrichment on the newly 

formed cell plate, the signal of GFP:EXO70G1 is weaker in comparison to the 

adjacent non dividing cells. Due to the pronounced polar distribution in the root cells, 

it seems that EXO70G1 might specifically function in vesicle tethering to the apical 

and basal domains of the PM. Such domains are extensively utilized by PINs and by 

the regulatory proteins that facilitate PINs recycling, such as ICR1 (Hazak et al., 

2010). Unfortunately we did not find any discernible phenotype for exo70G1 mutant 

plant which might be caused by redundancy between EXO70s. Therefore to shed light 

on EXO70G1 function it will be necessary to prepare double and/or triple mutant of 

exo70G1, exo70G2 and exo70A1. 

When we are discussing GFP:EXO70A1 and GFP:EXO70G1 localization 

pattern we have to consider the fact, that both GFP fused protein were expressed 

under the 35S promoter which might partly cause abnormal localization due to the 

overexpression. To avoid this, it will be necessary to express these GFP fused proteins 

under the native promoter. 

 

Comparing localization of exocyst in plant, yeast and animal cell 

We have previously published that GFP:EXO70G1 is localized to the distinct 

patches near or on the PM and to the nucleus in unpolarized Nicotiana tabacum 

protoplasts (Eliáš et al., 2003). Similar localization pattern was observed also for 

GFP:EXO70A1 (Synek L. Ph.D. Thesis). Wang et al. (2010) utilized the same method 

and overexpressed transiently 8 out of 23 Arabidopsis EXO70 isoforms. However 

only EXO70A1, EXO70B1 and EXO70E2 localized to the patches in the PM and in 

the cytoplasm, which might partly resembles localization pattern for EXO70G1 and 

EXO70A1 in protoplasts prepared in our laboratory. The remaining studied EXO70s 

showed strictly cytoplasmic localization (Wang et al., 2010). Wang and coworkers 

focused the interest on EXO70E2, trying to elucidate the origin of the patches. Using 

immunolocalization in Arabidopsis roots, transient expression of EXO70:GFPs in 

BY2 cells and in protoplasts, they described novel plant specific compartment called 

EXPO, which carry EXO70E2, EXO70A1 along with other exocyst subunits, but did 

not colocalize with any standard endomembrane markers neither the FM4-64 dye. 

This compartment was not sensitive to BFA or wortmannin treatment. Surprisingly 

our detailed study of GFP:EXO70A1, GFP:EXO70G1 and other exocyst subunits 
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(SEC8:GFP, EXO84b:GFP, SEC10:YFP) in roots of stable transformed Arabidopsis 

plants did not reveal any structure resembling the EXPO compartment. Using confocal 

scanning microscopy we have detected strong uniform PM signal for all exocyst 

subunits, except for GFP:EXO70G1 which kept predominantly polar PM distribution. 

It is noteworthy that whereas expression of EXO7084b:GFP under the native 

promoter led to the PM localized of fused protein, overexpression of EXO7084b:GFP 

provoked accumulation in the intracellular compartments (Fendrych et al., 2010). This 

finding confirms that overexpression of same fused proteins might lead to the 

mislocalization. Our results stand in contradiction to Wang’s results and therefore 

further study is needed to clear up the discrepancy. Based on our findings I suggest 

that loosing polarity in protoplast evokes relocalization of EXO70s to the patches 

near/on the PM and to the nucleus. It is evident that cell polarization and proper 

exocyst localization and function are intimately linked. For example in non polarized 

MDCK epithelial cells exocyst is localized on TGN at the perinuclear region (Yeaman 

et al., 2001, 2004) whereas in polarized MDCK cells, SEC8 and SEC6 reside on the 

TGN and the PM of tight junction (Grindstaff et al., 1998; Yeaman et al., 2001, 2004). 

These findings indicate that exocyst localization might change in relation to the 

differentiation state of the cells. 

PM localization of exocyst complex in the plant correlates with exocyst 

localization in animals and yeast. As described Hála et al. (2008) exocyst subunits 

colocalize in the tip of tobacco pollen tube and participate probably in secretion of cell 

wall material, fundamental process for pollen tube growth. Similar function delivering 

material for polar or apical growth is attributed to the exocyst in yeast and mammals. 

In yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae exocyst localizes to the tip of growing bud (Finger 

et al., 1998), in neuronal cell exocyst resides in the tip of growing neurit ensuring 

vesicle targeting during neurit outgrowth and synaptogenesis (Vega and Hsu, 2001). 

This finding is further supported by Murthy et al. (2003) showing key role of exocyst 

subunit SEC5 in secretion of membrane proteins and material essential for neurit 

growth. Moreover in the plant cell Fendrych et al. (2010) have shown that exocyst 

participates in cytokinesis and localizes to the cell plate during initiation phase and 

later during post-cytokinetic cell plate maturation. This result is consistent with the 

findings in yeast and mammals, showing localization of exocyst to neck between 

daughter and mother cell in dividing Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Finger et al., 1998), 
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to the abscission site in Saccharomyces pombe (Wang et al., 2002) and to the midbody 

in dividing mammalian cell (Gromlea et al., 2005).  

In addition to huge impact of exocyst on tethering vesicles to the PM in yeast, 

animals and plants, there are several lines of evidence pointing to exocyst function on 

TGN or endosomes in cargo selection or vesicle trafficking in mammals. As reported 

Grindstaff et al. (1998) and Yeman et al. (2001) blocking SEC6/SEC8 complex 

inhibits exit of cargo from the TGN.  In mammalian kidney cells (COS7 cell lines) 

EXO70 functions in trafficking of transferrin receptor (TfnR) through interaction with 

endosomal localized ARF GEF BIG2 (Shin et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2006). In the root 

tissue we have detected GFP fused to the exocyst subunits mainly polarly or non-

polarly in the PM.  The significan portion of the signal manifest intracellular 

localization, however no structures resembling endosomes/TGN were detected. 

Therefore the localization of plant exocyst to the endosomes remains elusive. 

  

The assembly of the exocyst complex in plants and Opisthokonts  

We have shown that plant exocyst coordinates various processes connected to 

polarized secretion such as root hair growth (Synek et al., 2006), pollen tube growth 

and hypocotyl elongation in etiolated seedlings (Hála et al., 2008), formation of seed 

coat (Kulich et al., 2010) and initiation and maturation of cell plate (Fendrych et al., 

2010). All of these functions involve the establishment and maintenance of the cell 

polarity, which is a well described role for exocyst in Opisthokonts. Our work on the 

composition of the plant exocyst complex revealed conserved pairwise interactions 

SEC3a-EXO70A1, SEC15b-SEC10 and SEC6-SEC8 known from yeast and animals, 

however it is possible that plant exocyst subunits might assemble in a slightly 

different way utilizing multiplied subunits (Hála et al., 2008). Additionally Fendrych 

et al. (2010) uncovered direct interaction pairs EXO84b-EXO70A1 and EXO84b-

SEC15, the interactions described in animals, but not in yeast (reviewed in Munson 

and Novick, 2006). 

All these plant studies describing the role of the plant exocyst in polarized 

secretion, analysed the role for EXO70A1, the closest homologue of yeast and 

mammalian EXO70 subunit (Eliáš et al., 2003; Synek et al., 2006). Extreme 

mutiplication in EXO70 family rises the question, whether other EXO70 subunits act 

individually or as a part of the exocyst complex. For two other EXO70 isoforms, 

EXO70B2 and EXO70H1, interactions with SEC5a, SEC15b and for EXO70H1 also 
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SEC3a were found using Y2H system. Moreover the unexpected interaction of 

EXO70B2 with EXO70H1 was also uncovered. On the other hand the interaction of 

EXO70B2 and EXO70H1with the putative core exocyst subunits SEC6 and SEC8 was 

not detected by Y2H system (Pečenková et al., 2011). Based on these results it is 

suggested that different population of exocyst complexes or subcomplexes might exist 

in plants (Pečenková et al., 2011). Since the Y2H system may not always reflect the 

true physiological interaction, the verification of these results will be matter of further 

experiments. 

    

 Vesicle tethering independent of exocyst function 

In mammals exocyst is involved in many but not in all secretory pathways. For 

example fusion of synaptic vesicles to the PM is exocyst-independent process. Instead 

Munc13 protein is required for tethering vesicles and neurotransmitter release. 

Munc13 protein contains MUN domain that can bind to the syntaxin1 and stabilizes it 

in the open conformation that is necessary for SNARE complex formation. 

Interestingly detail sequence analysis uncovered similarity of Munc13 to known 

tethering complexes exocyst, COG, GARP and Dsl1. Munc13 originated probably 

from duplication of one exocyst or GARP subunit (Pei et al., 2009). Interestingly 

genome of Arabidopsis thaliana contains 5 orthologues containing MUN 

domain/DUF810 (At5g06970, At2g33420, At2g20010, At2g25800, At1g04470) (Pei 

et al., 2009). In plants till now, the only identified tethering complex acting on the PM 

was the exocyst. Our results suggest that exocyst participates in various exocytic 

events at the PM, but it is possible, that some processes might not require exocyst or 

might not require the whole exocyst complex. Plant MUN domain containing proteins 

are not experimentally characterized in plants. However transcriptomic data suggest 

that four of these genes are highly expressed in the whole sporophyte tissue or 

specifically in the mature pollen (Arabidopsis eFP Browser). Intensive study will be 

required to uncover whether the plant MUN domain containing proteins regulate 

tethering of vesicles to the PM alternatively to the exocyst complex also in the plant 

cells. 

It is clear, that plant exocyst possess many characteristic common to yeast and 

mammalian exocyst, however many features are unique to the plant exocyst and 

further study is needed to shed light on regulation of exocytosis mediated by plant 

exocyst. 
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8 CONCLUSION 
 

1) Using direct auxin transport measurement we have shown that rootward polar auxin 

transport is compromised in T-DNA insertional mutant in exocyst subunits 

EXO70A1. Using DR5:GUS reporter line we uncovered reduced auxin maxima in the 

root tip of exo70A1 mutant plants. Moreover we detected canalization defect after 

local application of IAA in exo70A1 mutant plants. 

 

2) On the cellular level we have detected accumulation of small portion of PIN2:GFP 

in the  “BFA-like” compartments, that are different from early endosomes marked by  

VHAa1. Moreover recycling of PIN1:GFP and PIN2:GFP to the plasma membrane is 

retarded in roots of exo70A1 and sec8-m1 mutants after washing out the brefeldin A. 

Even more severe secretory defect is observed after prolonged BFA treatment. This 

approach normally provokes transcytosis – i.e. relocalization of PINs from BFA 

compartment to the apical PM in the WT plants. However in exocyst mutants exo70A1 

and sec8-m1 PIN1:GFP and PIN2:GFP remain internalized in the BFA compartments.  

 

3) We observed that recycling of the brassinosteroid receptor BRI1 is also disturbed in 

similar manner as PINs recycling indicating more general PM proteins recycling 

defect. 

 

4) Plasma membrane localization of studied GFP-tagged exocyst subunits (EXO70A1, 

SEC8, SEC10) are resistant to brefeldin A treatment, which indicates that these 

subunits traffic BFA-insensitive pathway. On the contrary localization of these 

subunits is sensitive to wortmannin – an inhibitor that modifies membrane 

phospholipids. These findings indicate that binding of studied exocyst subunits to the 

PM might depend on the phospholipide membrane composition.  

 

5) Using co-immunoprecipitation we revealed that EXO70A1 is present in a complex 

with ICR1, indicating that PIN recycling might be regulated by interplay between 

exocyst, adaptor protein ICR1 and RHO/ROP GTPases. 
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SOUHRN 

 
1) Přímým měřením auxinového transportu jsme ukázali, že transport auxinu ke špičce 

kořene mutanta exo70A1 je výrazně zpomalen. S využitím reportérové linie 

DR5::GUS jsme odhalili zmenšené auxinové maximum v kořenové špičce mutanta 

exo70A1 a navíc lokální aplikací IAA se nám podařilo odhalit kanalizační defekt 

v kořeni mutanta exo70A1.  

 

2) Na buněčné úrovni jsme detekovali akumulaci malého množství fúzního proteinu 

PIN2:GFP do kompartmentů odlišných od endosomů nesoucích VHAa1. Navíc byla 

po působení brefeldinu A silně narušena zpětná recyklace fúzních proteinů PIN1:GFP 

a PIN2:GFP na plazmatickou membránu v kořenech mutantů exo70A1 a sec8-m1. 

Ještě výraznější recyklační defekt byl patrný po prodloužení působení BFA. Tento 

přístup vyvolává transcytózu – tj. relokalizaci PIN proteinů z BFA kompartmentů do 

apikální PM v buňkách kořene WT. Avšak v případě mutantů exo70A1 a sec8-m1 

zůstávají fúzní proteiny PIN1:GFP a PIN2:GFP internalizovány v BFA 

kompartmentech. 

 

3) Zjistili jsme, že mutant exo70A1 vykazuje defekt v recyklaci brasinosteroidového 

receptoru BRI1, obdobný jako v případě proteinů PIN1 a PIN2, což poukazuje na 

obecnější defekt při recyklaci bílkovin plasmatické membrány. 

 

4) Lokalizace GFP značených podjednotek exocystu (EXO70A1, SEC8, SEC10) v 

plazmatické membráně je rezistentní k působení brefeldinu A, což indikuje, že 

studované podjednotky exocystu putují dráhou, která není citlivá k BFA. Naopak 

lokalizace těchto podjednotek je senzitivní k působení wortmanninu – inhibitoru 

modifikujícího membránové fosfolipidy. Tyto poznatky naznačují, že vazba 

podjednotek exocystu na plazmatickou membránu by mohla záviset na jejím 

fosfolipidovém složení. 

 

5) Pomocí koimunoprecipitace jsme ukázali, že EXO70A1 je přítomna v komplexu s 

ICR1, což naznačuje, že by recyklaci PIN proteinů mohla být regulována společným 

působením exocystu, adaptorového proteinu ICR1 a ROP GTPáz. 
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